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FICTION

Pennies
E

vening. A young woman traced the veins of
a wooden table with a painted fingernail, the faint
smell of something burning drifted from the kitchen as her boyfriend fumbled with her birthday cake
and gift in one arm, while struggling to ignite a lighter with the other. A spark caught, and, with a shaking hand, he ignited the first candle; a ‘2’, that teetered precariously atop the shredded marzipan. He
had barely lit the ‘4’ when the lighter sputtered and
died. Abbi sat patiently until a wobbly but charming
falsetto rang out,
“Happy birthday to you, happy birthday to you,
happy birthday dear- I’m sorry. What’s your name
again?”
Laughing, Abbi rose to embrace Dylan, only to
have him nearly drop the cake on her while he struggled to maintain his balance.
“Careful!” He exclaimed, setting the cake and gift
on the table. Taking Abbi’s hand, his fingers affectionately stroked the places where the faint, bluish
tint of her veins were visible. He looked at her, trying
to take in everything without taking his eyes off of
hers: the warm flickering glow from the candles, the
scent of vanilla from the cake, and the joy shining in
her eyes.
“Happy Birthday, Abigail. I love you.”
Beaming, Abbi closed the tiny gap between her
body and Dylan’s, wrapping her arms around his
neck and pulling him closer.
“Thank you, for everything.” she whispered into
his ear as he returned her squeeze.
“Don’t thank me yet,” he replied, pulling away and
reaching for the gift on the kitchen counter, “I still
have to give you this.”
Abbi took the package with trembling hands. She
carefully removed the wrapping paper and found
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BY JACQUELINE LEVITAN

two boxes inside. Her smile grew as she opened
the first and discovered a gold bracelet interlaced
with brilliant sapphires. The candlelight reflected
in its delicately woven chain and made it glow almost magically. Tears formed in Abbi’s eyes as she
lifted it and placed it on her wrist.
“It’s so beautiful. I...thank you. I love it. I love
you. Thank you.” She whispered as she fumbled
with the clasp. After two failed attempts, Dylan
approached her and clasped it himself.
“But wait, there’s more!” he announced as he
nudged her gently towards the remaining box
on the table. Abbi opened it slowly and began to
laugh when she saw the gift inside.
“What? You told me you needed a new wallet!”
Dylan inquired.
“Yes, I did! I just didn’t think you’d remember!”
Abbi turned the wallet over in her hands. “Well,
I must say you certainly outdid yourself this year,
Mr. Lai.”
Nighttime. Abbi’s head lay against Dylan’s chest,
her legs draped over his. She relished the feeling of
the cool, soft cotton against her skin and the warm
musk of Dylan’s cologne. Slowly and delicately
she selected coins from a tattered coin purse and
transferred them into her new wallet. She sneezed
and dropped a handful of pennies onto the duvet.
“You still carry pennies?” Dylan asked.
“Yep. How would you get rid of them?”
Abbi replied.
“I’m not sure. They just seem to have disappeared over the three years they’ve been out of
circulation.”
“Well, not mine. And I kind of like pennies.
They’re like a little bit of history in your pocket.”
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“History?”
“Yeah! Think about it, in twenty years someone will
be like, ‘Whoa, dude, remember when we had pennies?’ and then another person will be like, ‘Oh man,
yeah! Reminds me of the good old days. I wish I had
saved some.’
“Oh, I see, and then you could sell your abundant
penny collection for a premium price and we can
move to Cayo Del Carmen.”
“You know, for a tortured artist type, you’re very economical.” Abbi smirked.
“You know, for a total nerd type, you’re a total nerd.”
“Well, clearly you don’t share the same passion for
currency that I do.”
“Clearly.” Dylan smiled.
With a sigh, Abbi rolled over and went to sleep, hoping that Dylan didn’t notice her wince as she shifted
on to her side.
Afternoon. Light streamed in through the open window as Dylan fiddled with the settings on his camera.
Abbi fidgeted with her hair, tucking her unruly curls
into the magenta headscarf he had asked her to put on
for the photo-shoot. Dylan noticed with a start how
shockingly visible her individual vertebrae were in the
pale morning light, which also revealed the occasional
shadow of a newly formed bruise.
“Is this okay?” she asked, her fingers anxiously
clutching the bottom of the lacey nightgown he had
selected for her.
“Perfect. You look beautiful. Now, give me old Hollywood starlet who’s been caught in a compromising
position in her hotel room.”
“Umm...ok?” Abbi mumbled as she lay down on the
bed in what she hoped was a seductive pose. Dylan
clicked the shutter, the flash illuminating every vein
running through her translucent skin.
Two weeks later, afternoon. The excited cries of children
drowned out of the whirring hum of the leaf blowers
working away at the piles of leaves littering the schoolyard. Abbi stood watching, her arms wrapped tightly
around her against the chilly autumn wind. Her body
shook, both from the cold November chill and the sobs
that she was desperately trying to suppress. Her eyes
met those of a child across the playground; he smiled

briefly before returning to his game of tag. His eyes
reminded Abbi of her father’s, causing her to let out
a sob before Dylan walked up beside her, his arms
straining to carry the weight of a box full of teaching
paraphernalia that Abbi had collected over her short
year teaching at William Burgess Elementary School.
Dylan gave Abbi’s shoulder a squeeze, and she gave
one last wistful look at the carefree children who
played and shrieked without a worry in the world, as
she and Dylan walked back to the car.
The next morning. Abbi and Dylan both knew that
Dylan had to get up, lest he be late for the bat mitzvah
he was scheduled to shoot that morning, but neither
one of them was willing to admit it. Instead, they lay in
bed, competing to see who could think of the weirdest
name they had ever encountered. Dylan was sure he
was winning.
“My cousin’s best friend is named Rhythm. Rhythm.”
“That’s nothing. One of my students was named
Castle.” Abbi’s voice cracked when she said the word
‘was’ and realized that that chapter of her life had ended almost as quickly as it had begun.
“Ok, that’s good, but I’ve had an ace up my sleeve
this whole time. Abigail Marie Cuivre, prepare for defeat.”
“We’ll see about that.”
“Khaleesi.”
“What?”
“Khaleesi.”
“Like, from-”
“Yes, like the Dothraki word for queen on Game of
Thrones. Last May I got hired to shoot her baby shower.”
“Was it-”
“Game of Thrones themed? Yes. It was both the best
and worst thing I’ve ever seen.”
“Ok. You win.”
“I knew it.”
They fell into a comfortable silence, listening to the
cars outside and the sounds of each other breathing,
until the question that had been lurking in the back of
Abbi’s mind for their entire conversation made its way
into the spotlight.
“Would you name your kid after me?”
“What?”
“You know, when-”
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“Don’t. There’s no need to talk about that.”
“I know, but just in case-”
“Abbi, please. I don’t want to go there.”
“Ok, I’m sorry.”
Dylan got out of bed and made his way into the
shower faster than he thought possible. He turned
on the water as high as it would go, hoping it would
drown out the sound of his crying as Abbi lay in the
adjacent room.
Five days later, evening. A fire roared in the fireplace as
Dylan began to clear up the plates. Alec got up to help,
but was quickly shut down by his host.
“It’s your birthday, if you think you’re helping out,
you’re sadly mistaken.” Dylan chided playfully as he
swooped down and grabbed both Alec and Abbi’s
plates before she had the chance to get up and clear
them herself. Abbi and Alec sat and discussed their
mother’s arthritis as Dylan scrubbed away the remains of that night’s dinner from the dishes. As soon
as he returned to his chair, Abbi’s phone let out a highpitched ding and she swiftly removed herself from the
table. The two men sat and waited until the soft pattering of her feet on the stairs faded into silence.
“How is she?” Alec inquired, his anxiety bubbling
up inside his chest until he thought he would burst.
Dylan’s bloodshot eyes stared at the lines in the table
until while he contemplated his response.
“Only time will tell.”
Meanwhile. Abbi’s hands shook as she struggled with
the cap of her pill bottle. She let out a muttered curse
as the top finally popped off in her hands, sending
brightly coloured cylinders flying across the bathroom.
Kneeling, she felt around for the scattered pills, trying to focus on the capsules as her vision blurred and
doubled. Straightening up, she placed two of the pills
in her mouth, took a sip of water from the Dixie cup
perched on the counter, and swallowed. She stared at
her reflection in the mirror, noting every new line and
bruise that covered her face. If she hadn’t been staring
at her own reflection, she would have thought she was
looking at a woman well into her thirties, if not older. Slowly and calculatedly, she pulled her hair as far
back from her forehead as she could, using her free
hand to hide the places where her hairline was visible,
in an attempt to see what she would look like without
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her distinctive brown curls. Disturbed with the results,
she released her hair and hurried back downstairs.
Three days later, afternoon. Abbi stood in front of the
counter, crying, thinking of every dollar she had ever
spent on yoga lessons and running shoes, as well as
the hours spent sweating onto a mat in the pursuit of
a strong, healthy body. Now, she stood in sweatpants
and socks, trying in vain to cut the same carrot that had
been staring defiantly back at her for nearly an hour.
She lifted the knife, which at this point felt like lead,
and placed it atop the carrot. Using all of her strength,
she pushed down until she felt her arms scream out
in pain and she dropped the knife. Switching hands,
she tried again, and was once again about to surrender
when she felt a familiar pair of arms wrap around hers
and push down, slicing the carrot cleanly in two.
Four months later, afternoon. Dylan stood in the supermarket, alone, the harsh, luminescent lighting doing
no favours for his bloodshot eyes. The seemingly endless piles of frozen casseroles and apple pies left for
him by grieving relatives had finally been depleted,
and Dylan was forced to venture into the real world
to purchase food for himself. After stocking his cart
with the bare essentials, Dylan made his way to the
cash and waited his turn, wondering, rather melodramatically, why he was even bothering to eat when he
couldn’t think of a single valid reason to remain alive.
Once the woman in front of him had finally finished
paying for what looked to be enough food to feed a
small army, Dylan walked up to the cashier and waited
while she scanned his items, an annoyingly fake smile
plastered across her face.
“That will be 59.25.”
Dylan rummaged through his wallet, pulled out three
twenty dollar bills, and handed them to the cashier.
“Do you happen to have a quarter?”
Sighing to himself, Dylan searched through the
change compartment of his wallet, seemingly in vain,
until his fingers closed around something small and
copper. Holding the penny between his thumb and
forefinger, Dylan, for the first time in months, felt the
beginnings of a smile creep across his lips.
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crossed // calling all the cool kids
BY STEVE’S POETRY

twenty is an age
where we play
games to feel
like we are still
kids. kids who
are not currently
approaching the
end at an alarming rate; who are finding new ways to make believe that life is all that it has been
glamoured to be. to be or not to be is the shakespeare line we learned growing up but did we
really learn that life is a compilation of many acts? in each one your character develops more and
more until the end when it’s fade to black, everyone watches you bow, vectors towards the floor:
monsters. those that
do not hide under
your bed but lurk
out late at lights-out or
in your group of friends.
i believe in that now
at twenty, not before
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I

Dear
Blank
Page
BY STEFAN BANEA
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n a small apartment, the pressures of the day can be felt in
dust particles, suspended in stiff air. Through the slight crack
of a window, the city’s bustling can be heard in car horns and
seen in tie-wearers late for work. A buzzing fly was doing laps
around the room. Cameron Bethan, in all of her seven years
of journalism and her twenty-nine years of life, had never
had a worse case of the dreaded blank page.
She leaned back in her chair with nerve-wracking frustration. When she was small, she never stopped talking. The
muscles in her jaw were over-developed and at twelve years
old she had written her first novel. It was called “When the
Sun Shines, My Eyes Hurt”. It was fifty pages long and had
only ever been shared with one other person – someone who
was no longer around.
Cameron decided to blame the stuffed air — as well as the slim
beam of sunlight that dared come inside, ruining the ambiance.
She got up to close the blinds on her narrow window, immersing herself in the darkness of her tiny, minimalist apartment
that she’d worked so hard to put together. All around her there
was a distinct lack of exciting objects. Her mattress slept on
the floor without a bedframe, and next to it sat a heavy, brown
desk, covered in newspaper clippings, ripped pages, scratched
notebooks, dirty coffee mugs and a single empty picture frame.
She was proud of keeping such a humble domain. To her, that
was when the space shone its brightest — when she looked for
distractions and could find nothing. She immediately got back
to work.
Cameron had been writing and reporting since she graduated
high school. Her new job in Boston was nothing new. The Label
hired her in a heartbeat after they’d gotten a personal recommendation from her old chief of staff. They needed someone
obsessed with their job, someone willing to cover the unwanted
stories that drove away career-sensitive, socially unconcerned
busybodies. Cameron would have gladly traded in the reputation she’d built for a good pair of words, right about then.
A career — whatever that word was meant to define — didn’t
interest her much. For her, there was only passion, and with
that, a need to follow it. She had become her career. Of course,
she wasn’t so sure anymore, since her job had become all she
had. She moved out of her hometown, away from everything
she knew, to be here: alone, in the dark, with a white page, a
terrible migraine and an empty bottle of whiskey. She had envisioned a bit more light in her life, and a bit less alcoholism.
“I don’t have an addiction, though. I function extremely well,
for a hermit,” she said. She couldn’t remember exactly when she
had started talking to herself, but she’d been catching herself
doing it quite often. She enjoyed testing out her vocal chords
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every now and then, to see if they still worked.
On Friday morning her boss had greeted her with
the big news: “It’s Thanksgiving weekend, Cameron,
and we need a piece on it. Whatever you think people
should be reminded to be thankful for.”
She had been sitting at her desk, eating by herself
when he told her this, and it almost made her choke
on her bologna sandwich. This was very different
from the other things she had covered: bank agency
fraud, unstable stock market, dishonest law firms…
She had zero expertise in any of these things, but she
knew how to squeeze out the information. This time,
however, she had been asked to write an actual emotional piece. And she was excited about it. Come Sunday morning, though, she did not feel the same way.
She had been staring at the page for hours, and the
last time she had gotten up from her chair had been to
close the blinds. It was now almost dark, and she felt
like she could benefit from a walk. She didn’t grab her
coat because she intended to be back soon. As she left
her home, she stepped around the accumulated newspapers that were decomposing on her front steps.
Cameron wasn’t sure where she was going, yet still
walked under the lamp posts staring at the ground.
Dogs barked in the distance and sirens started wailing their usual cry. She began to pick up the pace, now
that she knew where she wanted to go. Before opening
the door to the liquor store, she said to herself, “Okay,
maybe I do have a problem.” Though she went in anyway and left with a bottle of single malt scotch whiskey. The clerk had told her “See you next week.”
It didn’t matter anyway, whether or not she were an
alcoholic. She could write. She was good at her job,
and it was secure. There was no one in her life that she
could hurt with her addiction. She didn’t speak to her
family back in Philadelphia very often, and she didn’t
have friends she kept in touch with, either. She made
sure not to keep in touch with anyone. One person to
link her back to him was all it took.
“Aiden.” She said his name out loud.
It had been a while, and hearing it again felt strange.
It made her uncomfortable, but she said it again. “Aiden, Aiden, Aiden.”
She looked at the time and began to reminisce. Aiden had been the one to give her the watch. She knew
she had made a mistake wearing it. It had been, after
all, an anniversary gift. She had told him not to get her
anything, but Aiden never listened. He had always
taken it upon himself to try and make her smile.

In college, he would leave her small messages in her
notebooks. She never understood when he found the
time to do any of the things he did to distract her, because as much as she studied, he studied the same
amount, if not more. He, too, was a writer. That was
one of the things they thought they’d always share;
that they’d always have that mutual desire to write and
express themselves. Aiden wanted to teach. He saw
himself teaching English in third-world countries. It’s
what he had always dreamed of doing. That was his
passion.
Cameron took off the watch and hid it in her pocket.
Aiden had pestered her for months before she accepted
to go on one date with him. It had not been in her plans
to fall in love, especially not at that point in her life. She
had been giving her all to her education, that had been
the most important thing to her. Her tuition had been
taken care of, courtesy of her lawyer parents, and she
could have lived comfortably, if she had wanted to. Instead, she ventured in the complete opposite direction.
Cameron isolated herself, nose always in a book, always
working to the point of exhaustion. So no, it had not
been in her plans to fall in love. That one date with Aiden had been all it took for her carefully constructed shell
to fall apart.
Cameron now stopped in front of her apartment door,
and looked for the keys in her pockets. She patted her
jeans and her shirt and realized that her keys were in
fact inside, in her left coat pocket, where she always left
them. With the bottle of liquor in a bag, totally inconspicuous, and the notebook she always carried on her,
she turned around and headed for the local coffee shop,
deciding that she would break into her own apartment
later. It was her place of reconciliation.
Coffee shops were a writer’s stereotypical comfort
zone. She hated acting like a stereotype, placing herself
in a box with other writers. She knew full well there was
nothing worse than a writer who acts just like a writer
all the time. Writers always know what to say. Writers
exchange letters to each other. Writers are over-dramatic and they value beauty and emotion over rationality.
And nothing had hurt her more than rationality in her
life. But writing had also framed her life. It had given her
guidelines and had pushed her towards her best.
When Aiden told her that he was leaving for Iceland
for an English teaching program, Cameron answered
that she was leaving for Boston for her new job at the
Label newspaper company.
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That was her passion. She wanted to bring out the
truth to the world. She wanted to reveal cover-ups and
inform people who believed they knew everything already. To Cameron, there was no such thing as being
educated enough. She wanted to keep learning forever.
Sitting at her small round table in the coffee shop,
with a view of the street, thinking about Aiden had
her confused. Who was she now? She knew only the
person she had convinced herself to be. What her passions were, what her values and morals were. Where
she wanted to go. What she wanted to do. And that
had been the plan she had always followed.
She took out her notebook and grabbed a pen. Suddenly, it slipped and it hit the tiled floor. Her hand, for
some reason, was shaking. She tried to write down the
first things that came to her mind when she thought
of what her boss asked of her. What did she have to
be thankful for? What should people be thankful for?
Her pen did not move.
Her parents had paid for her college tuition. Without their help, she wouldn’t have gotten to this point
in her life. No, she thought, I can’t use this as an example. That would be being thankful for having money. So
would be going to college, getting a degree, having a job.
She knew better than to write about being privileged.
She glanced over at the bottle of whiskey in the
brown bag on the table. What did she have to be thankful
for? How could any of those things matter if right then,
in that moment, she found herself struggling to write
an honest article?
The Moon. The Sun. She was obsessed with celestial bodies. “This year I’m thankful for the Moon.” It
sounded even more ridiculous out loud. She thought
about her first novel again — the innocence of it, the
fact that she hadn’t shown it to anyone but Aiden —
and she remembered how she felt about it. Scared.
She was terrified of showing her writing to anybody.
After two years with him she’d learned to trust him
so much that she gave him a piece of herself by showing him her novel. He had read it, twice, and in front
of her, too. Cameron was sure that he’d read it a few
more times afterwards too, for after a week he could
quote the whole thing by memory. It reassured her to
know he was out there somewhere, and she caught
herself hoping her novel would still be engraved in his
brain, and that he could still recite it if she asked. She
shook her head. She had been the one who declined
him. He had asked her to go with him to Iceland.
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She’d said no. Which meant she had no right to
think about him. She had moved on.
It’s been seven years since Cameron and Aiden said
“good-bye”. He didn’t take her number; she left without his. Their break-up had been clean cut. Like a
Band-Aid: removed quickly, almost painless. Moving
on had been the one thing that drove her.
She gave up trying to write anything for a moment
and reached for a wrinkled newspaper lying on the
table next to her. It was getting late, but she needed
to find something. She flipped through every page.
She looked at the titles, the headlines, the graphs. She
stared at the pictures and imagined what other people’s lives were like, what it was they had to be thankful for. The business section, the sports section, the
comics. It was an old trick she had to get over a writer’s
block -- looking everywhere without exception. Inspiration didn’t come from the expected places; it came
from the unremarkable things, things that went under
the radar. She looked at stories, at disasters, calamities, all the pain people had gone through. What could
they have to be thankful for? She looked at the obituary. What could these people have died for? What
were they thinking about on their deathbeds?
And then she saw his name. At that exact moment,
her heart tried to kill her.
Aiden Bentley, twenty-nine years old. Auto accident.
She had forgotten how to breathe. Suddenly she was
transported. She wasn’t in the coffee shop, holding the
newspaper anymore. She was in his car, in the passenger seat, holding his hand. She asked him to look her
in the eyes. She told him she loved him. And then, she
told him, “No, I won’t go with you.” He looked at her
with the same eyes staring back at her from the newspaper. His eyes had started to water then. He had held
himself back, but she couldn’t now. In the car, his tears
would have fallen on her hand; her tears were now
falling on his portrait, ruining his image. The colours
dripped from his face, turning him into something
horrible. It wasn’t him, it couldn’t be. She couldn’t be.
Her disbelief moved her hand towards the pen. She
grabbed it, and she didn’t let go for hours. She was
thankful that someone had read-and loved -- her first
novel. She was thankful that someone had offered her
the Moon. She was thankful for pain, because it shed
light on the things she forgot to miss. She was thankful
for words, because her writer’s block had gone away.

MINAHIL KHAN • ARTWORK

ARTWORK

Bloody Target
BY MINAHIL KHAN

Acrylic on illustration board, 33cm x 52cm
September-October 2016
“The Red Baron was one of the deadliest and most feared fighter pilots in WWI; he proudly had
his weapon painted red as a symbol of his prowess (though he was later shot down). To me, the
plane’s notorious history directly contradicts its stunning beauty. Much of the technological
advancement driven by 20th century wars has yielded many civilian benefits; the Internet, for
example. It is a dilemma I wanted to face by bringing this airplane back to life. By using the
chaotic background and the realism of the plane, I aimed to create the impression that the plane
was racing out of the painting. My intent was to use this illusion to showcase the beauty of this
aircraft, in order to contemplate the ethical issues involved in beneficial but misguided scientific
innovation.”
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Flight of the
Canary
BY HARRISON YUE

A

gravity well pulsed behind Hugh as he led the
small convoy of builders across the divide. The warm
glow of the planet’s core lit their surroundings; an extensive alloy based structure grafted into the walls of
the planet. Hugh’s hooded eyes focused on the horizon that wavered in the distance.
The team clicked their heels and gravity lost its
grasp, dispersing their shadow. They floated on either
side of the support beam, detaching the small disk on
their belts. Hugh attached it to the metal bar, watching the ghostlike string unfurl. A small orb-shaped
droid, with thin sinewy arms floated to meet them,
holding a large alloy beam in its clutches.
The workers hovered alongside the conspicuous
orb as it sidled into place, firing off small bursts from
its thrusters as it went. Hugh watched other groups
moving in unison as more bots were dispatched down
to them. He heard nothing. Bright lights erupted beneath him and his domed helmet darkened. Hugh
checked the initial binds and patted the droid before
it flew away.
“They’re installing the wells tomorrow.” Clint said
as they suited up. “I think we’re almost done.” Clint
was like many of the part-timers; built to last and
scruffy.
“Well you’re almost done.” Hugh interjected as he
loaded his belt.
“I always forget you’re a full-timer. It’s the lack of
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stubble I think.” Hugh laughed slipping on his helmet
with Clint. He had met Clint a few months ago. He
was among the second wave of part-timers looking for
quick cash, even though the money had drastically decreased thanks to the massive wells that kept the divide
under control. Despite the added safety, the danger was
too much for most.
Clint did not like the work, but it would look good on
his resume, and the cash was enough. He felt fortunate
to have met the lean, 18 year old Hugh who had shown
him the ropes during his first few months. The two
talked, but he had never gotten around to how Hugh
had gotten here. He didn’t pry but often wondered why
a kid would lie to get here especially since he was offered sizeable compensation for getting cut off by the
cataclysm.
The reverberating voice signaled their shift was
about to start and the last few slipped on their helmets
and tested their boots. Thumbs gave the go-ahead and
the door slid open. They once again walked across the
metal beams and to Hugh’s delight he could see the familiar face of Monica.
She had hired Hugh as one of the original builders
who could function without vomiting in the old suits.
They had worked together and she had guided him
and discovered his talent as a canary. He felt shifts of
gravity known as pockets, which crushed unknowing
builders. He always thought that it was because when
the planet cracked open, he had been right next to it.
He always seemed to be staring at her or up to her, the
broad shoulders and granite like skin gave her a special
kind of gravity.
Experienced men and women developed a sixth
sense, but even they could be caught off guard. Hugh,
however, had never been caught off guard. People enjoyed being with him because of that; their peripheral
vision always keeping him in sight.
Hugh didn’t mind -- his position didn’t matter as far
as he was concerned. Respect was nice, but it got him
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little, other than a small cramped room to himself. He
much preferred floating over the light of the planet.
Now, Hugh sat cross legged, floating over the core,
watching the orange light pop and contort beneath
him.
“Hey you finished over there?” Clint muttered
through the radio. Hugh nodded not looking up. “Alright just making sure.”
“I’m your superior, Clint.” Hugh said with mock authority, his grin stretched over his gaunt features. “Do
not question my decisions.”
“I’m just saying boss, you look like you’re about to go
to the great beyond if you know what I mean.” Clint
chuckled as he finished up his last bindings clipping
his welder to his belt. “Kinda wish I could do what you
do.”
“Let the powers at be cradle you in their arms. It’s
not like you’ll survive a fight with gravity anyways.”
Hugh looked up the tint on his helmet receding with
the fading lights.
“I’m not stupid Hugh, you’re a canary and I’m a
part-timer, you exist here and I exist on the outside.
Ever been there? There’s trees and animals and food…”
Hugh roared with laughter and gracefully somersaulted to prove his point before the two pulled themselves
back onto the beams.
Hugh now stood ten meters away from Monica, and
forced his feet to stand still as the last support floated
between them. Monica stepped off the side mirroring
Hugh. Together they worked quickly, welding power
supplies flickering in the dark night, molten binding
glowing dully as they climbed back up.
The bridge was built, but a quiet beeping brought
Hugh out of his reverie to look down at a small screen
embedded in the forearm of the suit.
“Time to head back.” He mumbled to himself. The
others, in single file, began going home. Hugh pushed
past the homeward bound and sat down alone on the
beam watching Monica’s back slip into the wavering
horizon.
The next day, Hugh’s gait steadily increased as he approached the connecting beam. Clint jogged to meet
him putting a broad hand on the back of Hugh’s helmet. “Easy does it. Once the well is installed you can
run across.”
Hugh nodded and, along with Monica’s group, they
surrounded a large circular cage. The artificial well

was being lowered by human hands, but it had been
designed off world, by Ignos engineers with the help
of a few local physicists giving them important details.
Fat and beady eyed, with a knack for terraforming and
planet construction, Ignos’ companies bickered endlessly over who would take the contract. Whoever had
gotten it evidently liked an elegant design. The well
was a sphere covered in small disks with the company
logo emblazoned in red over each one. Hugh touched
one of the plates the texture reminding him of notebooks.
When the well was in place, Hugh and Clint worked
on their strut, welding it with care. The binder spread
around the strut like luminous seafoam, before disappearing into the gaps. Clint attached another can of
bind onto the welder and floated forward before Hugh
waved him away.
“It’s secure enough for now, I don’t want to put too
much in just yet. Besides, we’ll be told what to do after
the test run.” Hugh said, climbing up the cage. He sat
on the edge while Clint walked back to the dorms to
get some sleep before the test.
The workers sat lazily around the cage with their
legs dangling in it. They had been told it was harmless as long as they were not in the central mechanism.
The machine vibrated, the plates turning sideways.
The paper like disks spun like records as they flipped.
Occasionally they could see glimpses of the blue core
blinking at them. The wells were different, elegant in
comparison to the massive, jury rigged creations built
into the planet. Hugh found them comforting, whether because of design or their function he didn’t know.
The builders gave a sigh of relief, their feet felt more
planted to the ground. They had to build the support
structure for the installation of the living units next.
Hugh remained on the edge of the cage, trying to catch
the small flashes of blue light. When he looked up he
saw that Monica’s eyes glued to him. She smiled, the
tension disappearing as she turned with a quick wave
to Hugh. Hugh needed some rest, but stayed just a bit
longer, hypnotized by the spinning well.
The next day brought a surprise as Hugh led them
out of the airlock. Shingler lizards were testing the
skies. Their bright green wings breaking up the night,
confetti fluttering above as they worked.
“That’s a relief, the species might be saved after all.”
Clint said looking up.
They were only a few supports away from the well
and Hugh found himself remembering the Shinglers
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scattering away from the tearing sky, as the ground
spasm before crumbling away. The break had been
like two massive hands tearing a loaf of bread in half.
The memory made his stomach twitch anxiously, and
he focused on the work at hand.
The shift ended with a sharp, digitized whistle
piercing Hugh’s ears. Clint and Hugh climbed back
onto the central beam, now reinforced with make shift
railings. The flimsy metal swayed as if it could barely
hold its own weight. Hugh was quiet as usual, tired,
with his eyes fixed behind him on the retreating statuesque figure of Monica. The figure warped slightly
in his eyes. He wiped the visor with his free hand, the
disturbance stayed. Hugh stopped, feeling a retreating
pair of part-timers run into him cursing away in closed
calms as they stepped around him.
He gently took hold of the railing and stared down,
the core shimmering away in his eyes. Glancing over
towards the well, Hugh saw a plate stop. He felt his
helmet closing in over his face as he began walking the
other way, feeling the railing as he went, his stomach
lurching. Clint sighed and walked over to him, but before he could pull his 18 year old compatriot back the
other way, Hugh bolted.
“HUGH!” Clint yelled in surprise as his heavy footfalls joined Hugh’s.
“POCKET!” Hugh’s voice rang in the ears of those
around him. The reaction was immediate. Some
jumped over the side, while others simply hoped they
wouldn’t run into an invisible wall. Those closest to
the well slowed, the part-timers had never felt the
waves of gravity before vomiting profusely into their
helmets. The experienced fought through it, ignoring and occasionally pushing aside the doubled over
forms of the young men and women. They were dead
weight now.
Even in the vacuum, all felt the snap of the first
death like a gunshot. A young man with his face obscured was bent in half, head touching his heels. The
others around him followed; bones giving way, suits
flattening, bodies contorting and blood mist pouring
from shattered helmets as gravity flexed its muscles.
Clint chased after a demented Hugh, whose silhouette grew smaller and smaller. Suddenly, Hugh skidded to a halt, he felt his stomach drop. Hugh slid under the rail, neatly sticking the small disk on the beam.
He floated down, watching as Clint tripped over his
own feet. On his hands and knees, Clint reached to the
side, towards the metal crumpled like foil behind him.
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Hugh searched for his knife and cut himself free.
Clint’s body was flattened in an instant, twisting
around the beam sickeningly. His helmet had shattered, and his stunned blue eyes were fixed on Hugh.
Hugh stared down at the winking core, his heart racing as he floated down grabbing onto a support strut
with numb fingers.
Warning lights and sounds filled his helmet as he
pulled himself out from the lower levels. Oxygen depleted, the emergency filter was salvaging as much
as it could, but the power was almost drained. In the
madness, he had made his pilgrimage. Hugh staggered to the sealed airlock banging against it until it
opened. He fell in, strong hands pulled him further
inside. Monica’s face burst into view. He saw grey hairs
drifting over her eyes. Her face stayed in his mind’s eye
as he blacked out.
***
“Construction across the northern divide is still on
hiatus after the failure of the central well. The Ignos
corporation LUKT tech made no comment, while associates claimed that they are working on trying to remove the defective well. As of now the confirmed causalities are 15 dead, and 20 injured. It marks the first
deaths this year in the divide.”
Hugh sat in a small well-lit bar, staring at the blond
woman but not hearing her speak. He swirled the now
warm pint of beer in its glass, watching the amber liquid bubble mutely. He finished the pint and slipped
off the stool, leaving a few grey coins behind. The door
slid open and he shielded his eyes, making a note to
get sunglasses or just leave his helmet on all the time.
Once he could see, he walked towards the elevators
situated in the middle of the plaza.
He had run to the other side and when he awoke,
his victory felt hollow. Monica had visited him during
his bed rest and said that the deaths weren’t his fault.
He didn’t know if that was true or not, the pocket had
opened so quickly that luck was more important than
experience. Clint’s pained face flashed in his eyes as
he entered the elevator.
“The pocket gave the planners a new idea, they want
to try and put powerful wells near the core. They say
that the anomalies are coming from there. They need
experienced people and you’re at the top of the list.”
Monica had said next to his bed in the small hospital
room.
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“Are the wells built?” Hugh had asked Monica.
“It’ll be a few weeks. The pay is good, but the view
would be better.”
“The night sky was getting boring.” Hugh had stared
out the window at the rising sun. “Let me think about
it.”
“Alright.” Monica stood up and looked down as
Hugh touched her arm gently. “It’s not a suicide mission Hugh.”
“It’s a funeral for the unprepared.”
“Are you unprepared?” Monica had narrowed her
eyes at him. Hugh opened his mouth, but words
caught in his throat and he stayed quiet. Monica stood
up, “Alright, get better soon.” She patted his shoulder
and left.
He hurtled down, feeling himself shrink. He was
10 years old again, going to school as he had done so
many mornings. He had eggs and Kol bones for breakfast. His walk took 25 minutes counting the elevator.
The divide had turned that walk home into 10 years.
The elevator door opened; a path stitched itself into
the hard metal floor. He followed it bumping gently
against people as he kept his brown eyes glued to the
path only he could see. He pressed his hand against a
door and the smooth metal retracted at his touch.
The numbers on the doors kept decreasing until
he found it: 298. He straightened up his worn sweater
and knocked. The door shot open, and a woman with
bobbed blond hair looked at him. “I think I have the
wrong door.” He muttered wiping his eyes. “My family
used to live here.” He explained.
The woman pursed her lips, her brow furrowed. “I
don’t know anything about them honey, I bought this
apartment after the reconstruction.”
“Reconstruction?”
“An aftershock from the divide destroyed most of
this unit, big story around here.” Hugh wanted to
vomit. “I’m sorry. This is the right place I’m afraid.”
She mumbled.
“Thanks for your help.” He stared at the number,
watching each numeral sink into the core.
“Do you want to come in for something warm?” She
asked carefully.
“No.” He paused staring at the woman, briefly seeing a small stocky woman with grey eyes. “I have to get
back to work.” Hugh walked away.
He had taken over one of the private rooms for
full-timers, one who had died during the disaster.
Most of her stuff had been cleared out, but every now

and then he would pick up small pieces of ripped up
to do lists.
“Shift begins in 30 minutes; cafeteria is open for the
night shift.” The metallic voice made him jump.
He was back in the airlock, slipping on the yellow
shoulder pad over the skin tight suit. Monica walked
over to him and he nodded in her direction. The two
did their checks in silence. The airlock slowly unlocked, and he saw the twisted metal supports covered
in frozen or drying blood.
“The bots carried away the dead, we need to remove
what’s left.” Monica’s terse voice broke out. “But, first,
a moment of respect.” The builders sat cross legged
on the beam and stared at their feet for a minute, and
then rose with Monica.
Hugh glanced down at the core and realized that it
no longer winked at him. Instead, it bore into his eyes.
He felt its light rushing through his ears and mind,
making his fists clench. He tapped the small screen
on his forearm rapidly, sending a private message to
Monica: “I’m prepared.”
“I had a feeling you would be. Want to see the view?”
She asked.
“Of course.” He said, “I want to see if the people it’s
taken are still there.” She turned around and saw the
lean 18 year old with cold eyes melting in the light of
planet.
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POETRY

a night together
BY HANNAH KAYA

i look at him and know
he bleeds moonshine and stardust
cigarette smoke and coffee in the morning
too much cocaine and whiskey soaked denim
i sharpen my incisors on his calves, his inner forearm, the hair emerging from the softness of his
stomach
arrive at the apex of his sternum
pierce the skin
and suck
the nights are too hot with the fan off, but the rattling it makes keeps us up with its rotational
clanging
suffocates us with its sliced air
so we opt not to sleep
tumbling in and out of serpentine conversation
drifting between this and that
fumbling for words over the clamour of the sushi restaurant closing downstairs
topics of conversation include but are not limited to:
what I ate for lunch as a 3rd grader
his realistic dream pet
the most perfect build and release in any song ever (Edith Piaf, Millord)
the time he made his mother cry
a night we came so close to grasping The Unimaginable Vastness of Being that we collapsed in
on ourselves in spiralling solitude only to reemerge weeks later in a laundromat with a man
named Jim, a plastic cup of coffee, and a sense of dread
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his sweat
[butchers in shadow,
we carve up the silence of the night
fortified by an arsenal of quips, anecdotes, bon mots, and “Witty Repartee”
create sizeable yet digestible portions
masticate words into sentences
grind structure out of regurgitated energy made emotion made prophecy
incoherent
unintelligible
illegible
an exercise in bromidic fantasy
filtering the dark through onanistic communion
your breath the semi-serrated edge of a knife made only for butter and maybe soft cheeses, not
for this night this black night it’s too tough too tough for your meagre breath your poor insatiable
breath hot like fire no like embers fading into the night grasping for what the stars, communion,
god and a good fuck?]
the walls of his apartment are porous
and soon we too come to mimic the walls
exhausted from sustained exposure
the relentlessness of being with another human
in a bed
at night
what liberates you binds me, I say
don’t do that, he says
we are horizontal creatures, he reminds me,
bound to serve a hungry flatness [masticating darknesss]
this explains the simultaneous fear and pleasure we experience when flying, I reply
the illusion of transcendence with the gut punch of remembrance
we are icari, we say
but the wax is expensive and we’re tied to a machine which demands our continuous labour and
attention, and which nurses silent the ubiquitous feelings of alienation and dread with soft
lullabies at night from vibrant screens, the guardian, and pornhub.com
(So ubiquitious they are hardly worth mentioning
So ubiquitious the cliche swallows itself, births itself, is made and unmade by itself)
the key to progress is compromise, so the story goes
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“sometimes you smell like fresh coffee
sometimes like rainwater
sometimes no scent at all
that’s when I can tell”
he says
“that i’ve lost you”
i’m here, i say
next to you
feel the humidity of my breath on your neck?
the sweat from my belly on your back?
the dreams that torment you at night, are they not mine too?
he won’t look at me
or
at least
he doesn’t
it’s 3am: the witching hour
i’m overcome by a wanderlust so profound i can feel it in my toes
to listen would be to fly too close to the sun
to scorch my waxen skin on The Unimaginable Vastness of Being
that infinite, sprawling nothing-at- all
so i hold you tight
and occupy your weary mind with metaphorical transference
i dazzle you with my agile imagery
softly spinning verbiage, syntax, and symbolist imaginings
like, have you ever noticed that this time of night feels like flying through turbulence?
amplified, electric, alert and focused
emergency mode
my favourite place of residence
The child of the great fall from sun to ocean in one blistered breath yields his wisdom to me:
when air becomes fire, and you feel your lungs burn like the heat of the body beside you in
sleepless East Coast never-ending darkness of summer night, turn back; you’ve gone too far.
****
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FICTION

H

Two’s
Company

uman beings are social by nature. Most thrive
on being in pairs. A shared interaction of having
someone suppresses a primal loneliness. Bonnie had
Clyde; Batman has Robin Mom has dad, Lewis has
Jessica, and I have… well, that’s the thing, who is my
partner in crime?
The air smelled like fresh rain and muddy grass,
and spring had sprung a surge of curiosity. I’d always
seen them lounge on the bleachers after the final bell.
When most would sprint to the busses, they walked
the other way. The metal benches were cold and
wet, but that didn’t stop practice or their rendezvous.
The sound of coach Walker’s whistle harmonized
with Ava’s laugh. Lifting the Nikon, I twisted the lens
to zoom in on her face. Her chin doubled when she
cackled, her hair stuck to her flat face like over cooked
spaghetti, and her sweater that was three times her
size hung loosely over her stubby frame. She was perfectly ordinary. Although Cameron was anything but.
Most people pose when a camera is pointed at
them, fixing their posture or forcing a smile, but not
Cameron. His black hair was greased, and I was envious of the way his face twisted when Ava attempted
to displace it; how even angry, he remained beautiful.
Watching them through the lens, I saw them fighting,
loving, and existing. The shutter snapped when Ava
flicked water at Cameron, catching how her dimples
disappeared when he yelled something back, the way
his hands pulled at her sweater apologetically, or how
her fist collided with his stomach and his rib cage vibrated out of laughter.
Thunder crackled above, snapping me out of the
trance forcing a yelp. They looked up at me and
through the lens they waved. The camera made it easy

BY MEGAN CIGANA
to people watch, the perfect way to hide, but when I
got caught they no longer saw the lens but the person
behind.
The rain beat down on the bleachers ricocheting
onto my check. The lens of the camera blurred with
water droplets and the silhouette of two waving figures loomed across the field.
With a burning face I limply lifted my arm and
saluted back. A vibration went off in the pocket of
my yellow rubber-coated rain poncho. Rummaging
through the paper clips and gum wrappers, I yanked
out the phone. My mother’s caller ID flashed on the
screen. I sighed and allowed my voicemail to deal
with the lecture she wanted to give.
The wind picked up and the rain began violently
pouring down. Moving under the bleachers, Cameron’s screams floated in my directions. They began
sprinting for shelter. Both soaking, Ava eyed me with
running mascara.
“Hey paparazzi.” Cameron shook his hair like a wet
dog.
I cocked my brow, “Yes?”
“Are they any good?” Ava motioned at the camera.
“They must be.” Cameron pulled her closer.
“No.” Ava scrunched her brows.
“Yes it’s your face.” He pulled her into his chest.
“Exactly my point.” Ava squirmed.
“Don’t insult her work. I apologize for my girl-.”
Cameron extended his hand.
“ I’m not, I’m calling my face bad.” She turned to
face him.
“If your face is bad then by default the photos are
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bad, don’t call her work bad.” Cameron held her face.
“But I’m not.” Ava rolled her eyes and huffed.
“Well, we must find out if they are.” He was now
looking at me.
They both stopped for a breath, and in unison, declared, “Coffee is the only way.”
It was less of a question and more of a command,
but they waited on my response. Ava’s nails tapped
against the pole and the incessant clanging hurried
my thoughts.
“Caffeine isn’t an addiction just a habit.” Ava said,
egging me on.
Cameron’s car was a home for old newspapers, scattered gym shorts, and clip-in air fresheners. The ride
was short and quiet. The rain seized. Ava kept her window open because she liked the way the wind made
her feel like a dog with her head sticking out of the car.
The radio hummed, but no one sang along.
The café was an old library converted into a chaos
of over caffeinated regulars and flocks of teenage girls.
Between the screeching of the metal milk steamers
and white noise muted over speakers, it was hard to
imagine this was once a haven of silence. There was,
however, a presence about a library that I could never shake. The restless pen clicking and the ruffling
of pages turning played over like a sound track. The
vaulted ceiling echoed the coughs and whispers. The
white floors reflected poorly with the florescent light,
resembling a sanatorium more than an inviting study
area. The image of students hunched over laptops and
tired eyes squinting at the brightness was replaced by
business folk on stools.
Ava slumped into an empty booth and patted the
vacant seat next to her signaling for me to sit. Cameron ordered for the both of them. I didn’t know if it
was sweet that he knew what she wanted or bland that
they never tried anything else. The Nikon sat in the
middle of the table, acting as both the center piece
and the elephant in the room. We each snuck slight
glances, but neither of us addressed what I was really
here for.
Cameron broke first, “May I?” He grabbed the camera.
Having no other option, I nodded in approval. He
shifted onto the same side of the booth as me. Ava and
I slide down, but his large frame took up the majority
of the remaining available space. Stretching over me
to present Ava with the snaps of her face in the view
finder, his shoulder firmly pressed into my cheek. He
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smelled of sandalwood and pine needles. I always
imagined he smelled like cut grass and detergent.
I winced as he transferred most of his body weight
onto my leg.
“Take up any more room will ya, Cam?” Ava scoffed.
“Well, it’s like they say: two’s company, three’s a party.” Cameron elbowed my ribs.
“Three’s a crowd.” I played with the condensation
on the outside of the water glass.
“I tend to like crowds.” He shot me a toothy grin.
“No, you don’t.” Ava huffed. He lifted his middle finger and the corners of her mouth curled.
Sitting by the door was a poor choice, but I wasn’t
going to let them know that. My shivering every time
the door cracked open, however, was a dead giveaway.
Noticing my discomfort, Ava offered, or rather insisted, that I go back with them to her house to get a dry
set of clothes.
The walk to the car was wet, cold and the hole in
my Wellington’s let water seep in, soaking my wool
socks. I was squishing and slushing around with each
step. The rain picked up again and Ava grew restless.
Sprinting down the road she called to us, “Try to run
between the drops!” Hunching forward she ran with a
limp zig-zagging from side to side.
Pulling up to Ava’s home we were greeted with a
gate. Cameron pushed a couple of buttons and we
were through. The long driveway was ended by a mid
20th century Gatsby-approved looking home. My jaw
hung open for a split second.
The grand entrance was bare, and a winding staircase stood in the middle. The perfume of rose water
and whiskey lingered in the air as if oozing out of the
mahogany floors.
“Follow me, Lennon, I’ll get you some dry clothes.”
Ava tugged me up the stairs. “These should fit. The
bathroom is two doors down the hall on the left.” She
ushered me out of her room with a pile of mix-match
fabrics.
I watched myself in the bathroom mirror for a while.
The collar of the knitted sweater trailed off my shoulder. I didn’t bother adjusting it. A Cosmopolitan article flashed in my mind: How shoulders were the new
boobs and how sexy and carefree one looked with at
least one shoulder exposed. Tucking my hair behind
my ears, I walked back to Ava’s room.
The door was cracked open and soft moans escaped.
Peering through I could see Cameron’s hands holding Ava’s face. Her lips pressed to his, their bodies fit
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like awkward puzzle pieces. Slowly pushing open the But despite the disappointment, clarity was born, as I
door, I coughed to announce my presence. Failing to slipped out the front door, there was no doubt in my
pull apart, they looked at me.
mind that three is definitely a crowd.
“I think I’m going to go, thank you for the coffee.”
I quickly paced around the room in search of my remaining belongings. Balling everything up in my
arms, I scouted for my camera.
“No stay.” Ava held up what I was looking for. “Why
don’t you put your skills to good use.” She took the wet
clothes out of my arms and replaced them with the
camera. “Just watch us.”
She kissed my forehead and turned back to Cameron.

The sun rise seeped in from the bare window. Orange
and pink creeped onto the walls casting a kaleidoscope
of colours over the naked bodies in the bed. Curled up
on a sofa chair, the light had yet to caress my face. Left
in shadow I trailed my hands over the foreign clothing. Guilt settled like an anchor at the bottom of my
stomach. Ava and Cameron laid tangled in each other. Her face was puffy, mouth hung openand a rolls
creased on her side. Cameron’s hair was flipped to
highlight his premature receding hairline, his rib cage
pushed through his skin, and his disproportionally
large hands rubbed up against Ava’s cellulite thighs.
Noticing the time, I began to collect myself in a hurry. My temples pulsed, and pressure built behind my
eyes. The events of last night replayed like a movie
reel. Pushing the memory card out of its slot, I held
it between my fingers. This small square documented a poorly calculated decision. Running the tips of
my fingers over the smooth sticker on the front, I contemplated snapping it. Remembering how other files
contained photos from Lewis’s 16th birthday, portraits
of dad in the study two days before the incident, landscapes of our trip to Scotland, and now a handful of
photos that taint the rest. It was infinite just like the
other events on the memory card: a permanent digital
chronicle of my life. Shaking the thought of destroying the cartridge, I knew that even if I did, even if I
forced myself to forget, it would not erase the truth of
last night. Setting the memory card on the night stand,
I glanced at the mundane individuals in the half lit
room. Was sex supposed to look that unsatisfactory?
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Inside

BY LAUREN
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Out

KLEIDERMAN

Inside Out

Ceramic, 2016
The 2016 ceramic series Inside Out draws inspiration from the
human body in relation to our bones, skin, tissue, and muscles.
The series also addresses the manifestation of disease and
decay while also relecting on the power of growth and repair.
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Flicker
BY MICHAEL OCCHIONERO
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“F

orgive me father, for I have sinned. It has been
seven days since my last confession.”
Father is silent. His face is partially obscured behind the
screen, but his familiar musk, and the smell of his clean
vestments remind me that I am not alone. Even through
the grate I can tell that the father’s hands are folded upon
his lap, and his face is drawn tight with concentration.
“Speak your sins, my son. Open yourself to the grace of
God.”
Father’s voice is slow, methodical in its usual way. The
confessional is close, but the promise of God’s grace sets
free my worried heart. Still, I am nervous, for I have sinned
gravely. With a deep breath, I begin:
“Three days have passed now since I harbored sinful desires for my neighbor’s wife. She was in front of the house.
I was too, leaving for my shift at the factory. I watched her
reach down for the morning paper. She was in her nightdress. I watched from the car, lingering, lusting for flesh as
she bent over. The nightdress was loose fitting, and she is
a woman unabashed by her sexuality. As she leaned forward, the nightdress parted and I glimpsed her smooth
breasts. I have been unable to forget the image since, father. My mind has on more than one occasion been overcome by lust for her. Father, I wish to cleanse myself of the
torments of this temptation.”
There is a moment’s pause before the father clears his
throat. The air seems to thicken in the closed space.
“So it shall be. God forgives all His children their trespasses, so long as they willfully repent.”
Pause. The father’s breath lingers, sweet with the blood
of Christ.
“Is there more?”
I bite my lip, resisting the urge to face the figure beyond
the grate.
“Yes father, there is.”
I look down at my brittle, hardworking hands.
“Five days ago, I went to the market on Main Street to
purchase produce. It is my usual routine, and as such the
family who runs the market is friendly with me. On this
particular day, the eldest son Matthew was left in charge of
the cash register. As I approached to settle my due, the boy
greeted me politely, and we exchanged pleasantries while
he rang up the fruit. As he added up the bill, I noticed he
had miscalculated the bundle of apples. The miscalculation was not grave- it was but a few apples- but it was to my
benefit, and I did not point it out. I have been wrapped in
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the coils of remorse ever since.”
Father inhales deeply. He seems disappointed, or
perhaps that is only an impression brought on by my
fear of judgment. The screen between us veils the face
of God, creates the distance required to judge my sins
openly exposed. This is the only way.
“I see. Is there more? Make your peace with God.”
The same slow, methodical voice. It is the voice of
selflessness, wisdom, and acceptance.
“I… I neglected my evening prayers, father. Twice.”
The father shuffles in his seat.
“Is there more?”
“No, father. That is all.”
I take a deep breath. I feel lighter, somehow, free of
the burden of sin and awaiting my atonement.
“These are many sins, my son, and more than your
usual fare. But as we know, there is no sin the Lord
cannot forgive. You have humbled yourself before the
Almighty, and you shall be clean again. Seventy-five
Hail Mary’s, and an equal number of the Lord’s prayer
shall set you once more upon the path to salvation.”
I let out a sigh.
“Oh, thank you father, thank you so much.”
The father rises to exit.
“Father, there is… one more thing.”
The open door floods the confessional with light.
“Oh?”
The father’s tone is reproachful. The door is shut.
The light fades.
“I… have been having dreams, father. And I don’t
quite know what to make of them.”
The black shadow beyond the grate sits. The screen
is once more between us.
“Dreams? What kind of dreams my son?”
“Well, you see, there is no easy way to explain this…
The dreams always begin the same way. I am here, in
St. Michael’s, seated as always in the very first pew,
just before the altar. The organ plays a sacred hymn,
and the Lord’s healing light sprays in through the
stained glass. I am dressed in my Sunday best, and
indeed the entire congregation follows my example.
The pews are full, and a light chatter fills the air, mingling with the gentle organ and the beautiful sunlight.
God’s grace is in full glory, and his people wait eagerly
for the morning mass. Finally, you step up to the altar,
father, in your most elegant and holy vestments, and
you raise your arms and all fall silent. And just as you
open your mouth to begin the sermon, my body

swells with the warmth of God’s love and there is
a… flicker. Everything goes black, for just a second,
as though I had blinked, and when my eyes reopen
I am no longer in church. Instead, I am weightlessly suspended before an infinite light, brighter than
anything I have ever witnessed. I cannot move, and I
cannot utter a sound. I can only be consumed by this
light, breathing it in, becoming it, until the second
flicker comes, and I wake.”
Father’s breathing quickens.
“This is a very beautiful, but strange dream. There
is no question that your desire to be closer to God is
very great, my son. Though this vision is more than
likely the symptom of an overworked mind.”
“What shall I do father?”
“You shall take solace in the warmth of God’s embrace, and let this ease your worry. You are on the
path to salvation, and the Lord’s light shines down
on you. Get to bed earlier, and say your prayers every night without fail, my son. Most importantly, keep
your faith in Him strong, and The Lord will guide you
in peaceful slumber.”
***
The next week comes as quickly as the last went by,
and I think that I am feeling much better. My atonement, and my staunch adherence to the father’s recommendations bring me peace. Every night when I
get home from the factory, I prepare a modest dinner,
pray piously and openly to God, and then retire dutifully but happily to my bedchamber. Everything
feels good and fine, until Saturday. A day of idleness
leads to a restless night, and no amount of prayer can
set my mind at ease. I sleep poorly this night, tossing
and turning, unable to make peace with myself until
the early morning. Upon waking, I realize that I have
missed the Sunday sermon, and feel the gravity of my
sin deeply. I hurry over to St. Michael’s in the afternoon, ready with humble apology.
“Forgive me father, for I have sinned. It has been
seven days since my last confession.”
The soothing rhythm of the father’s breathing puts
me at ease.
“Speak your sins, my son. Open yourself to the
grace of God.”
“I do not mean to boast, but I have been exemplary
this week father. Of course, aside from missing
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sermon this morning.”
Father’s tone is reproachful.
“It is a grave sin, you well know, to miss the holy
mass. Fifty of our father’s prayers are in order.”
“I will gladly and humbly atone for this sin father.”
The father rises. I clear my throat.
“There is a reason for my absence father. I feel I
should explain. It happened again last night. The
dream. It was more vivid this time than ever before.”
Through the grate, I can see the father’s faithful
eyes narrow.
“Oh?”
His tone seems almost amused.
“It began just like every other time. I was here, in
St. Michael’s, and it was the same feeling, the same
beauty all around me. I was in the first pew, and the
organ played the same ethereal hymn. Everyone
was dressed beautifully, and the sunlight filtered in
through the stained glass. It was Sunday sermon, and
you came out in your grandest robes and silenced the
mass. And just as you were about to speak, father,
there was the flicker. All went black, and I was once
more in the overwhelming light.”
The father shuffles in his seat.
“You have not followed my recommendations, my
son. Your dream has recurred as a consequence of
your rebellious heart.”
I shake my head vehemently.
“No father, this is not so! I followed your recommendations with the utmost sincerity and devotion.
This is why I was so stricken by the dream’s recurrence. But, something was different this time. As I
lay before the light, I strained to turn away from it,
and for the first time I found that I could. The excitement I could scarcely describe. With great effort, I
managed to crane my neck to the right. Turned away
from the daze of the blinding light, I slowly regained
my senses, and I could feel that I was strapped to a
table. The table was hard beneath me, and held me
fast with straps upon my arms and legs. I struggled
to free myself, but in vain. I was weak, and the straps
held strong. As my eyes adjusted, I looked about me,
and what I saw chilled me to the very bone. I realized
that I was in an auditorium. In fact, I was in the very
center of this auditorium. In the audience, filling the
massive theatre from the grandstand to the bleachers,
was a congregation of thousands upon thousands of
hideous green insects, buzzing loudly and seemingly
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staring straight at me.”
I pause to take my breath. My heartbeat quickens
at the recollection of last night’s horrors. Father is noticeably unsettled, and I shudder to think how insane
this all must seem to him. But I must continue.
“Father, I know this is crazy but you must believe
me when I tell you the nature of this dream was something unlike anything I could have ever imagined!
Quite naturally, the sight of all these disgusting creatures horrified me. I began to panic and squirm, shaking violently to and fro, doing everything to free myself from my bindings. This seemed to greatly affect
the insects in the crowd, as the buzzing in the auditorium grew louder and louder as I struggled, the buzzing gradually drowning even my screams. Soon, one
of them approached. As it drew closer, I realized just
how vile a creature it was. It stood on three fuzzy legs,
with a green face like a praying mantis and black jaws
that oozed some unknowable slime. It looked into my
eyes and reached out a claw to touch me. I screamed
with all my might, drowning in a sea of buzzing despair, fearing that all was lost and this was to be the
end of me. And just as I was on the brink of the abyss,
the second flicker came, and I woke.”
There is a long silence as the father contemplates
my insane story. He mutters something about a mistake, and I fear that my sanity may well be slipping. I
need help! But the father will not turn his back on me.
He has never turned his back on me.
“That is a wild story, my son. I am afraid that I cannot help you with this. There is clearly some wild
turmoil within you, something you must resolve with
God. I can only recommend added prayer, and rest.
Give yourself wholly to God. Quash your doubts and
He will be the one to lead you to salvation and peace.”
I leave the church feeling strange, and indecisive. I
can’t help but fear that these inexplicable dreams are
somehow undermining my relationship with God. I
want nothing more than for them to stop. But how
could I effect change when I cannot locate the root of
the problem? Perhaps father is right. Perhaps all that
is needed is more prayer still.
***
This week passes as quickly as the last. I go to work at
the factory all week, but not without a daily hour of
prayer in the morning, an hour of prayer at lunch, and
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an hour of prayer in the evening. It seems to soothe
my soul, and the horrid dreams, for now, have stopped.
Saturday comes, and by the grace of God I make it
through the night without another incident.
Sunday morning, I wake feeling lighthearted and entirely at ease. Before breakfast, I say a little prayer. Then,
completely at one with God, I shine my shoes, slip into
my Sunday suit, and make my way over to St. Michael’s.
With a little providence, I even make it in time to secure my seat in the very first pew. The organist plays
with extra verve today, and the heavenly hymn swells
the church, the steeple, and the congregation with the
warmth of God’s grace. The sunlight spraying in through
the stained glass is as a vestige of heaven’s beauty. Everyone around me looks lovely, dressed in his or her Sunday best. Even the children seem to have been primped
with extra care!
Finally, father, hearing the din of merry chatter and
sensing the flock’s eagerness for Holy Communion with
God, steps out into the light, and up to the sacred altar.
He raises his arms to the skies, and there is silence. And
just as he opens his mouth to speak, there is… a flicker.
When I come to, nothing has changed, except that
everyone around me is no longer so. The music has
stopped, and been replaced with a loud, deafening
buzz. I rub my eyes and look around me. Yes! Everyone
is a hideous, vile, green insect! With black foaming jaws
oozing death and torment!
“Father!”
I call out to the altar for respite, but there he stands,
the largest of them all in flowing purple robes, baring his
razor sharp teeth and slowly approaching on three legs!
I blink, and I blink, but in vain. The buzzing gets louder
as they slowly close in, and my cries echo through an
empty world.
Just as all hope is lost and I am certain to be devoured,
I realize too late what I should have always seen: nothing in this world is for certain, but sheep are bred for
slaughter!
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